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Abstract

machine (SVM), decision tree, neural network learning
and others. Literature [5]–[9] improved the traditional
machine-learning and deep-learning methods, and applied
them to the research of text classiﬁcation, which achieved
remarkable results. At present, the improved long shortterm memory attention (LSTM-Attention) model based
on recurrent neural networks has been widely used in
the ﬁeld of deep learning. Literature [10] improved the
LSTM network by introducing the attention mechanism
and applied it to news text classiﬁcation. Besides, [11]
and [12] used the LSTM-Attention model to study the
semantic information, which greatly improved the accuracy
of keyword extraction in text. Literature [13] put the word
vector into bidirectional LSTM for feature extraction and
ﬁnally emphasized the points according to the weight of
the attention mechanism.
However, the LSTM-Attention model used above is
only based on word vectors and cannot describe the complex semantic information of text eﬀectively. Literature
[14] expressed sentences in the text by combining words
and syntactic structure which relies heavily on the analysis
of syntactic. To solve this problem, document [15]–[17]
studied the processing of text at sentence, and it makes
the characteristics of text can be expressed by the sentence
points. Furthermore, [18] proposed a method for generating text paragraph vectors (PV-DM). It used paragraph
vectors to classify texts, which can map sentences of any
length into vectors of a certain length. This method helped
to analyse the text at the sentence level and improved
the accuracy of text operations. Unfortunately, the components in sentences are normally redundant and complicated. Directly using sentence information to describe the
text often leads to information redundancy. That is, while
the characteristics related to the theme of the text are
emphasized, the importance of some irrelevant information
is also increased.
To enhance the main features of the text reasonably is
an issue of great concern in the ﬁeld of text classiﬁcation.
To this end, we proposed a recurrent neural network model
of text classiﬁcation based on the attention mechanism
combined with key information and gave the method of
sentence points extraction. This method can not only
comprehensively represent the semantic information of the

Aiming at the problem that the text information could not be fully
understood in traditional text classiﬁcation, this paper proposed a
recurrent neural network classiﬁcation model based on the attention
mechanism combined with key information and gave a sentence
points extraction method. The semantics of the text was ﬁrst
expressed by the sentence points, which could fully express the
semantic information and enrich its feature, so as to solve the
problem of the feature sparsity in the text classiﬁcation. Then, the
bidirectional long short-term memory network with the attention
mechanism was selected as the classiﬁer for learning. Set the
word vector and sentence vector as the input of the network,
respectively, the outcomes could be spliced to obtain the ﬁnal
category. Experimental results show that this method could improve
the accuracy of text classiﬁcation.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, machine learning and neural network have
been widely used in target recognition [1], fault diagnosis
[2] and motor control [3]. And with the rapid formation
of the Internet industry and the widespread application
of computer networks, a large number of text data have
been imported into the network, showing an explosive
growth trend [4]. Eﬀective classiﬁcation of these data is
the premise of reasonable management and use of them.
Therefore, many scholars have conducted research on text
classiﬁcation, such as Naive Bayesian (NB), support vector
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text to solve the problem of feature sparsity in traditional
text classiﬁcation but also express the semantics of the
text through sentence points to enrich the feature semantic
information. Meanwhile, it used the LSTM network as a
classiﬁer and combined with the attention mechanism to
adjust the weight of network output, which can improve
the accuracy of text classiﬁcation.
2. Long Short-Term Memory-Attention Model
Combined with Key Information
To make full use of the semantic information in the sentences, the paper used the key points of sentence information to improve the traditional LSTM-Attention model
and integrated the point events into the model. Through
training, the model can automatically obtain the relationship between the key information of word, sentence and
the text category and ﬁnally get the splicing method of the
output of the word vector and the sentence point vector,
so as to achieve accurate text classiﬁcation.

Figure 1. The model of LSTM-Attention combined with
key information.

2.1 Model of Long Short-Term Memory-Attention
The LSTM model based on the attention mechanism refers
to introducing the attention mechanism [19] into the LSTM
model [20]. It is diﬀerent from the traditional LSTM
network because it introduces attention into output of the
hidden layer, that is, the weight, which can be expressed
as:
H=

n


α i hi

i=1

eV ·tanh(hi W +b)
α i = n
V ·tanh(hk W +b)
k=1 e

Figure 2. Attention generation model.

(1)

(2) Construct the LSTM-Attention network for word vectors and sentence point vectors, respectively, where the
network parameters are obtained through learning and
training. It is noteworthy that the LSTM served as the
encoder in the attention generation model has nothing
to do with the LSTM classiﬁer in the LSTM-Attention
model that introduces key information. The attention
generation model in this paper is represented in Fig. 2.
Assuming the input is S = (s1 , s2 , · · · , st ), the semantic code obtained after the coding layer can be expressed as: ht = f (U · st + W · ht−1 + b), combined
with the calculation of the LSTM network, the weight
can be obtained as:

where V and W are the parameters in the attention network
model, b is the oﬀset, V · tanh(hi + b) is the score of the
hidden state at time i and αi is the weight obtained by
normalizing the attention through the softmax function at
all times [21]. In the calculation process, the network is
deep, and the number of iterations is large, which means
overﬁtting is prone to occur. Therefore, when using LSTMAttention for text classiﬁcation operations, the Dropout
method is often used to prevent overﬁtting.
2.2 Construction of Long Short-Term MemoryAttention Model Combined with Sentence Key
Points

α = softmax (tanh(ht · Wi + bi )

On the basis of the LSTM-Attention model, the paper
added a connection associated with the sentence key points.
The basic structure of the new LSTM-Attention model
based on key information is shown in Fig. 1.
The speciﬁc process can be described as follows:
(1) Segment the word and tag the part-of-speech of the
text to obtain the word vectors X = (x1 , x2 , · · · , xm ).
Then extract sentence key information according to
the word segmentation results and generate sentence key vectors using the PV-DM method Core =
(c1 , c2 , · · · , cm );

+ tanh(ht−1 · Wc + bc ) · Wα + bα )

(2)

Using the above attention generation model, one can
obtain the attention weights of the words and sentences, respectively, and then get the weighted output
H and HC .
(3) Splice the calculation results that obtained by the word
vector and the sentence point vector, calculate the ﬁnal
result according to the proportion of the word vector
and sentence vector calculation results and obtain the
2

Fig. 4. It can be found that most of the words related to
the text category are nouns or verbs.
The elements of the sets N , V and R are all part-ofspeech, which can be expressed as [22]:
N = {n, nr, nr1, nr2, nrj, nrf, ns, nsf, nt, nz, nl, ng}
V = {v, vd, vn, vshi, vyou, vf, vx, vi, vl, vg}
(4)
Figure 3. Parts that directly relate to the topic in the
sentence (Chinese text).

R = {r, rr, rz, rzt, rzs, rzv, ry, ryt, rys, ryv, rg}
Therefore, the speciﬁc process of sentence key information extraction can be described by the following pseudocode algorithm:
Input: text
Output: point
1. Sentence ← text segmented
2. m ← the num of sentence
3. (word, pos) ← sentence segmented
4. for i from 1 to m
5.
n ← the num of word in sentence[i ]
6.
for j from 1 to n
7.
if pos[j ]∈ N ∪ V ∪ R
8.
point[i ] ← word [j ]
9.
end if
10.
end for
11. end for
12. return point

Figure 4. Distribution statistics of part-of-speech.
probability of belonging to the class:
Hf = λ · H + (1 − λ) · Hc
p = softmax (Hf )

(3)

where λ is a balance factor.

To make the main components of the sentence as
less as possible, the pronoun part was also kept in the
extraction in this paper. The sentence components were
ﬁltered according to the part-of-speech of the words in
the sentence, and only the parts that could represent the
core points of the sentence are left. It could prevent
the redundancy in the sentences without changing the
semantic information of the original sentence and improve
the subsequent operability.

3. Sentence Key Information Extraction Algorithm
Sentence key information refers to the components that
can reﬂect the semantics of the main body of the sentence.
It is the condensation of sentence without changing the
semantic information of the original sentence. Normally,
the sentences of normative text are relatively long, the context cohesion is compact, the structure is complete and its
grammar is standardized. Components used as connecting
links often appear in the sentences, such as “in general”
and “some experts think”. The small correlation with the
topic of the text or sentence will bring redundancy to the
text analysis, which will make a greater cost. Therefore,
such situations should be avoided in the process of text manipulation. As illustrated in Fig. 3, only the parts marked
in diﬀerent colour have a greater direct relationship to the
text topic, and the other parts have no direct connection
to the type of text. If the information is also taken into account when classifying the text, it will lead to redundancy
of information, which has a certain negative impact on the
results of text classiﬁcation.
When extracting the key points of a sentence, the ﬁrst
place is to distinguish which component belongs to the
main key information. In this paper, the main judgment
basis is the part-of-speech of the words in the sentence. And
the ﬁnal retention information was determined according
to the statistics of the correlation between the features in
the experimental data set and the text classiﬁcation. This
paper used the chi-square statistic method. When the
chi-square statistic of the feature to the text category is
greater than 50, its part-of-speech distribution is shown in

4. Simulation and Analysis of Results
4.1 Simulation
To verify the feasibility of the LSTM-Attention classiﬁcation method introduced in this paper, the simulation
experiment was conducted, and the speciﬁc conﬁguration
was as follows:
Experimental environment: Anaconda3.7, Keras,
Jieba, Gensim.
Experimental indicators: The analysis indicators for
natural language processing mainly include precision, recall
and F1-score. Among them, the precision is the ratio of the
number of the correctly identiﬁed items to the total identiﬁed items, the recall indicates how much of all items that
should have been found were found and the F1-score is the
weighted harmonic average of the precision and recall [23].
Experimental data: The experimental data used in this
paper came from the Sogou corpus, that is, Sogou News
data (Sogou CS), which collects news data from Sohu News
that covers 18 channels including China, international,
3

Table 1
The Results of LSTM-Attention Text Classiﬁcation
Combined with Key Information
Total
Financial Scientiﬁc Sports Entertainment Number

Type
Financial

181

4

6

9

200

Scientiﬁc

6

188

4

2

200

Sports

5

3

185

7

200

Entertainment
8
4
9
179
200
Note: rows indicate the actual type of news, and columns indicate
the experimental results.

Table 2
The Settings of Contrast Experiments
Experiment

Input

Classiﬁers

Figure 5. F1-score with diﬀerent values of λ.

LSTM-Attention based
on word vector

Word vector

LSTM-Attention

social, entertainment, etc. And the data package contained
the data including URL, title, text content, etc., which
could be downloaded from the Sogou laboratory in “. Dat”
format, with a size of 1.43 GB.
In the experiment, the parameters of the LSTMAttention model were set as follows: the number of word
vector dimension was 100, the number of key vector dimension was 100, the number of LSTM hidden layer units
in Attention was 132, the number of LSTM hidden units in
the coding layer was 132, the number of the pooling layer
was 2, the initial learning rate was 0.001, the momentum
was 0.95 and the Dropout was set to 0.4.
In addition, it needed to determine λ, the value of the
balance factor in the above model. In the corpus, it took
1,000 pieces of news from the four channels of economy,
technology, sports and entertainment, of which 800 pieces
were for training sessions and 200 pieces for tests. It
recorded the F1-score of the experiment under diﬀerent
balance factors. The results are displayed in Fig. 5.
According to the experimental results, it could be
found that in the case of λ ≤ 0.7, the F1-score gradually
increased with the increase of λ, indicating that the word
vector was very important for the text classiﬁcation. While
λ ≥ 0.7, the F1-score gradually decreased, which showed
that the continuous increase of the word vector component
has a negative eﬀect on the classiﬁcation. When considering word vectors, some links in the text that related to
the text category would be ignored, and it could be found
that word vector’s inﬂuence on text classiﬁcation is higher
than that of sentence vector. Observation showed that the
F1-score of the experiment achieved maximum, when the
value of λ was 0.7.
When it conducted text classiﬁcation experiment on
the rest 800 pieces of news, the results could be shown in
Table 1.

LSTM-Attention based
on sentence vector

Point vector

LSTM-Attention

LSTM with key points

Word vector
and point vector

LSTM

LSTM-Attention with
key points

Word vector and LSTM-Attention
point vector

Table 3
Comparison of Experimental Results
Method

Precision Recall F1-Score

LSTM-Attention based
on word vector

0.8215

0.8200

0.8203

LSTM-Attention based
on sentence vector

0.4735

0.4638

0.4668

LSTM with key points

0.8726

0.8725

0.8724

LSTM-Attention with
key points

0.9163

0.9163

0.9162

for the input vectors and classiﬁers, other parameters
of the model were consistent with those in the previous
experiment. The details are listed in Table 2.
The results, including the Precision, Recall and F1score, are shown in Table 3. As we can see, the LSTMAttention model based on the sentence vector had the worst
experimental eﬀect, which was because that method only
took key points of sentences as input. Although the semantic information of the text was considered, only a small part
of the subject information was retained in the extraction
process when sentence vector was used. It would lead to
the neglect of some useful information, which could result
in unreliable experimental results. The LSTM-Attention
model combined with key information had improved experimental results compared to the LSTM model, which
indicated that the introduction of the attention mecha-

4.2 Analysis of Result
In this section, comparative experiments were conducted
to verify the feasibility of the purposed method. Except
4

Table 4
Results of Diﬀerent Classiﬁcation Method
Method

NB

SVM

CNN LSTM-Attention with key points

Financial

0.897 0.898

0.918

0.905

Scientiﬁc

0.940 0.9233 0.960

0.942

Sports

0.882 0.904

0.910

0.916

Entertainment 0.864 0.870 0.9007

0.902

Table 5
Results of the Experiments
PP
Precision
Recall
F1-value
PPMethod
P
PP
Type
P Method 1 Method 2 Method 1 Method 2 Method 1 Method 2
Financial

0.9050

0.8939

0.9050

0.8850

0.9050

0.8894

Scientiﬁc

0.9447

0.9343

0.9400

0.9250

0.9424

0.9296

Sports

0.9069

0.8932

0.9250

0.9200

0.9158

0.9064

Entertainment

0.9086

0.8939

0.8950

0.8850

0.9018

0.8894

nism could help to distinguish the importance of output
at diﬀerent times. Compared with the LSTM-Attention
model based on the word vectors, the proposed method
improved in all three indicators. It could illustrate that
the key information could eﬀectively highlight the main
components in the text, so as to improve the eﬀectiveness
of text classiﬁcation.
To further prove the advantages of the text classiﬁcation method that introduces key information, NB, SVM
and convolutional neural network (CNN) were selected as
the experimental comparisons. The F1-scores of the results
are shown in Table 4.
It could be found that CNN and the LSTM-Attention
with key information classiﬁcation method were signiﬁcantly better than the two methods of NB and SVM. That
was mainly because when the sample data reached a certain level, the deep learning method could rely on its strong
learning ability to mine the features in the text comprehensively. Except for the F1-score in scientiﬁc texts was
slightly lower than CNN, the F1-score of LSTM-Attention
classiﬁcation method combined with key information in the
other three types was higher than that of CNN method. In
general, the average F1-score of LSTM-Attention method
combined with key information was higher than several
other commonly used text classiﬁcation methods.
Another experiment was conducted to compare the
method of extracting sentence key points with the method
of using the whole sentence. In the method 1 (LSTMAttention with key information), it needed to simplify the
sentence before obtaining the corresponding key points
vector, while the method 2 used PV-DM to directly convert the sentence into a sentence vector. The classiﬁcation
results of diﬀerent types of news are shown in Table 5.
The analysis showed that the method of introducing key
information is better than the method without simpliﬁca-

tion in precision, recall and F1-score, which indicate that
the method can eﬀectively remove the redundancy in the
sentence and increase the proportion of sentence’s main
components (semantics) in the classiﬁcation. Although the
LSTM-Attention method combined with key information
might have removed some words which could be related
to categories when constructing sentence vectors, the word
vectors used in the classiﬁcation process could compensate
for the loss of components caused by sentence simpliﬁcation
to a certain extent.
5. Conclusion
In the traditional text classiﬁcation process, word features
cannot fully represent the text information, and sentence
feature pairs will lead to redundancy. This paper proposed
a LSTM-Attention classiﬁcation method which was based
on attention mechanism and combined key information.
This method expressed the semantics of the text through
the key information of the sentence, which increases the
inﬂuence of the semantics of the text subject in the classiﬁcation to a certain extent. Then it used the LSTM network
as the learning classiﬁer and adjusted the network output
weight through the attention model, so that the accuracy of
text classiﬁcation could be eﬀectively improved. However,
when extracting the main points of the text, this method
sometimes ignored the useful modiﬁcation information in
the sentence, which might aﬀect the accuracy of text classiﬁcation. This will be the next work to be improved in
the future.
Data Availability
The data used to support the ﬁndings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon request.
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